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INTRODUCTION
 .Let R, m be a regular local ring containing its residue class field
k s Rrm, and let M be a finitely generated R-module. We denote by
 .K M the Koszul complex of M with respect to a minimal system of
 .  .generators x of m , and by H M the homology of K M . The purpose of
this paper is to describe how a minimal free resolution of M can be
 4  .computed once cycles z of K M are known whose homology classesi ig I
w x  .z form a basis of H M . If the resolution of M is pure, that is, hasi ig I
no ``mixed shifts,'' such a resolution in terms of Koszul homology is already
w xgiven by us in 1 . In this paper we treat the general case, and give explicit
resolutions in some particular cases.
The advantage of our method is that no kernels of module homomor-
phisms have to be computed in determining the resolution. Of course this
technique requires some effort, too, because, first of all, one needs to
 .know the cycles of K M , which, however, often may be determined
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inductively through the Koszul homology of the partial sequences of x.
Indeed many examples show that the computation of Koszul cycles is
considerably simpler than that of syzygies. Once the Koszul cycles are
given, the remaining computational steps consist in determining preimages
of elements under surjective module homomorphisms.
The general strategy of our technique is explained in Section 1. In order
to demonstrate our method we deduce in Section 2 the Eliahou]Kervaire
w xresolution 7 for stable ideals in an alternative, relatively short manner. In
this particular example it is extremely simple to compute the Koszul cycles;
 .  .see Proposition 3.2. Thus, due to the isomorphisms H M ª Tor k, M ,i i
this simple computation already provides the Betti numbers of stable
w xideals, a result which has been used in several papers; see 3, 12, 14, 8 . It
also provides the shifts in the resolution, and thus allows us to conclude
 .that for a stable ideal I the Castelnuovo]Mumford regularity reg I
equals the highest degree of a generator in a minimal set of generators of
w xI, a fact which was first proved by Bayer and Stillman 2 for Borel fixed
 .ideals in characteristic 0 which is a subclass of the stable ideals. Of
course the Eliahou]Kervaire resolution gives the same information. But
our approach allows further generalizations, which are carried out in the
next section.
In Section 3 we first note that a monomial ideal I in a polynomial ring
w xR s k x , . . . , x is stable if and only if the sequence x , . . . , x is proper1 n n 1
 w x.with respect to RrI cf. 10 . This observation suggests that we study the
Koszul homology and resolution of modules M for which the sequence
x , . . . , x is proper. For such a module M we may easily describe a fairlyn 1
 .  .explicit basis of H M cf. Proposition 3.2 , and compute its Betti num-
bers. Moreover, a relatively simple argument shows the independence of
the Betti numbers on the characteristic of the ground field under rather
mild hypotheses; see Proposition 3.4.
In the last section of the paper we consider classes of semigroup rings
for which the generators x , . . . , x of the graded maximal ideal form an 1
proper sequence. Note that the defining ideal of a semigroup ring is
generated by binomials. The notion of ``stability'' for an ideal generated by
binomials which is the direct counterpart to stable monomial ideals seems
 .to be quite involved see 4.2 , and so we introduce a more restricted notion
which amounts to saying that x , . . . , x is strongly proper. In Theorem 4.3n 1
we give an explicit resolution of k-algebras for which x , . . . , x is stronglyn 1
proper. This resolution has the same structure as that of the
Eliahou]Kervaire resolution but also applies to certain algebras defined
by binomial relations. As a demonstration of the theorem we compute the
 .resolution of a numerical semigroup ring see 4.4 which has minimal
multiplicity.
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The authors are grateful to F. O. Schreyer, who pointed out that
resolutions with minimal multiplicity have already been constructed by
w xEisenbud et al. in 6 . Therefore, 4.4 is a special case of their construction.
1. THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION
 .In this section R, m , k will denote a regular local ring containing its
residue class field, x s x , . . . , x a minimal system of generators of m ,1 n
and M a finitely generated R-module. Alternatively R may be the polyno-
w xmial ring k x , . . . , x , x the sequence of indeterminates, and M a finitely1 n
generated graded R-module.
In the following we will not specify whether we consider the local or the
graded case. We only want to point out that in the graded case our
construction yields a minimal graded resolution of M, provided that in
each step of the construction the graded structures are respected. This is
easily seen to be possible.
 .As noted in the Introduction there exist isomorphisms H M (i
R .Tor k, M . Hence the free R-resolution of M may be written in the formi
q q q2 1 0
??? ª R m H M ª R m H M ª R m H M ª M ª 0. .  .  .k 2 k 1 k 0
Therefore it remains to construct the differentials q for i G 1, and thei
augmentation may q .0
w xFor each i we choose cycles z whose homology classes z form aim im
 .basis of H M , and define the q inductively.i i
w x. w xWe set q z s z for all m. Note that z g M, and that z s0 0m 0m 0m 0m
z q m M, so that by Nakayama's lemma the elements z generate M.0m 0m
In particular, q is surjective.0
 .In order to simplify notation we set G s R m H M for all i andi k i
denote by K the Koszul complex of R with respect to the sequence x and
by ­ the differential of K. Suppose q has already been constructed forj
j s 0, 1, . . . , i y 1 such that
q q q qiy1 iy2 1 0
G : G ª G ª ??? ª G ª M ª 0- i iy1 iy2 0
is exact.
w x  .Fix z g H M , and consider the double complex K m G . Sinceim i R - i
G is exact, there exist elements g g K m G , j s 0, . . . , i y 1, such- i j iyj j
that
z s q g 1 .  .im 0 0
­ g s q g for j s 0, . . . , i y 2. 2 .  .  .iy j j jq1 jq1
 .For an abuse of notation we write ­ for ­ m id, q for id m q in Eqs. 1
 .and 2 .
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The choice of the sequence g , . . . , g in the double complex K m G0 iy1 - i
may be visualized in the diagram
g g K G .2 iy2 2
q2
6
­iy1 6g g K G K G .  .1 iy1 1 iy2 1
6
q1
­i 6
K Gg g K G  . . iy1 00 i 0
6
q0
z g K M .im i
 .In this diagram we have set K G for K m G .i j i j
Finally, we define
w xq 1 m z s ­ g . 3 .  . .i im 1 iy1
 .  .  .Note that ­ g g K G s G s R m H M .1 iy1 0 iy1 iy1 iy1
In order to see that
q q q qi iy1 1 0
G : G ª G ª ??? ª G ª M ª 0- iq1 i iy1 0
is exact it suffices to check that Im q s Ker q . To this end we recalli iy1
 . R .how the natural isomorphism w : H M ª Tor k, M is defined: Leti i i
 . w x  .F, d be a minimal free resolution of M. Then given z g H M , therei
 .  .  .exist a g K F with d a s z, and elements a g K F , j s 1, . . . ,0 i 0 0 0 j iyj j
i y 1, with
jq1
­ a s y1 d a , 4 .  .  .  .iy j j jq1 jq1
w x.  .and one has w z s a , where a denotes the image of a g K F s Fi i i i 0 i i
in F rm F .i i
 . i  .The element a , a , . . . , a g K F is a cycle in K m F, and[0 1 i js0 iyj j
is called a lifting of the cycle z.
Identifying F with G , then for a fixed m we may take a s- i - i j m
 . j jq1.r2   .  ..y1 g for j s 0, . . . , i y 1 with g defined as in 1 and 2j j
 . w x.to obtain a lifting a , . . . , a of z . Since w z s a , the a0m im im i im im im
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 .  .form a basis of F . Therefore, by 4 , the elements ­ a generatei 1 iy1m
 w x.Im d s Ker d . Hence the elements q 1 m z s ­ g si iy1 i im 1 iy1m
 . i iy1.r2y1 ­ a generate Ker q .1 iy1m iy1
With the notation introduced we may sum up the construction of a free
resolution of M as follows:
 .i For all i determine cycles z , m s 1, 2, . . . , whose homologyim
 .classes generate H M .i
 .  .ii Determine the differential q in the resolution of M induc-i
 .tively by finding for each z elements g , . . . , g in K m G satisfying 1im 0 iy1
 .and 2 .
2. THE ELIAHOU]KERVAIRE RESOLUTION FOR
STABLE IDEALS
In this section we apply our method described above to construct the
w xresolution of stable ideals, which is due to Eliahou and Kervaire 7 . Recall
w xthat a monomial ideal I in R s k x , . . . , x is stable if for all monomials1 n
 .  .  .  .u g I one has x urx g I for all i F m u . Here m u s max u isi mu.
the largest integer such that x divides u. Obviously it suffices tomu.
 .require this condition for the uniquely determined minimal set G I of
monomial generators of I.
Let I be a stable ideal. Our first aim is to compute the homology of the
 .Koszul complex K s K x , . . . , x with values in RrI. Recall that1 n
 .  4 < <K x , . . . , x is a free RrI-module with basis e , s ; 1, . . . , n , s s i,i 1 n s
 4where e s e n e n ??? n e for s s j , . . . , j , j - j - ??? - j . Thes j j j 1 i 1 2 i1 2 i
 .  .a s ,t .differential ­ of K is given by ­ e s  y1 x e . Heres t g s t s _ t
 . < 4 <a s , t s r g s : r - t .
Finally, we let « : R ª RrI be the canonical epimorphism, and set
 .u9 s urx for all u g G I . Thenmu.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For all j s 1, . . . , n and i ) 0, the Koszul homology
 .  .H x , . . . , x is annihilated by m s x , . . . , x . In other words, all thesei j n 1 n
 .homology modules are k-¨ ector spaces. A basis of H x , . . . , x is gi¨ en byi j n
the homology classes of the cycles
< <« u9 e n e , u g G I , s s i y 1, .  .s mu.
j F min s , max s - m u . .  .  .
Proof. We proceed by induction on n y j. For j s n, we only have to
 .consider H x , which is obviously minimally generated by the homology1 n
 .  .  .classes of the elements « u9 e with u g G I such that m u s n. Sincen
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 .by the definition of stable ideals x u9 g I for all i, we see that H x is ai 1 n
k-vector space.
Now assume that j - n, and that the assertion is proved for j q 1. Then
 .  wx H x , . . . , x s 0 for all i ) 0, so that the long exact sequence cf. 4,j i jq1 n
x.Cor. 1.6.13
x j
??? ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x .  .  .i jq1 n i j n iy1 jq1 n
x j
ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª ??? .  .iy1 jq1 n iy1 j n
splits into the exact sequences
x j
0 ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª R rI ª R rI 1 .  .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n j j j j
and
d
0 ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª 0 .  .  .i jq1 n i j n iy1 jq1 n
w xfor i ) 0. Here R is the polynomial ring k x , . . . , x , and I the ideal inj 1 j j
 .R generated by the monomials u g G I which are not divisible by any xj i
with i ) j; in other words, I s I l R .j j
 .In sequence 1 , Ker x is minimally generated by the residues of thej
 .  . monomials u9 with u g G I and m u s j. Note that the sets u g
 .  . 4   .  . 4G I : m u s j and u g G I : m u s j are equal, and that I is aj j
stable ideal in R . Therefore Ker x is a k-vector space.j j
We now consider the short exact sequence
0 ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª Ker x ª 0. 3 .  .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n j
 .  .  .It is clear that the elements « u9 e , u9 g G I , m u s j, are cycles inj
 . w  . x.  .K x , . . . , x such that d « u9 e s u9 q I . Therefore, by 3 and our1 j n j j
w  . xinduction hypothesis, it follows that the set S s « u9 e : u gi
 .  . 4  .G I , m u s i G j generates H x , . . . , x . Since I is a stable ideal we1 j n
w  . x w  . xsee that x « u9 e s 0 for all j s 1, . . . , n and all « u9 e g S. In otherj i i
 .words, H x , . . . , x is a k-vector space. Finally, since the number of1 j n
 .elements of S equals dim H x , . . . , x q dim Ker x , we concludek 1 jq1 n j
 .that S is a basis of H x , . . . , x .1 j n
In order to prove our assertion for i ) 1 we consider the exact
 .sequences 2 . By induction hypothesis the homology module Hiy1
 .x , . . . , x is a k-vector space with basisjq1 n
< <« u9 e n e , u g G I , s s i y 2, j q 1 .  .s mu.
F min s , max s - m u . .  .  .
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 .Given such a homology class, consider the element « u9 e n e n e . Itj s mu.
 .is clear that this element is a cycle in K x , . . . , x , and thati j n
d « u9 e n e n e s " « u9 e n e . .  . j s mu. s mu.
 .Thus from the exact sequence 2 and our induction hypothesis it follows
that the homology classes of the cycles described in the proposition
 .generate H x , . . . , x . Again the stability of the ideal I implies that mi j n
 .annihilates all these homology classes, so that H x , . . . , x is a k-vectori j n
space. Finally, just as for i s 1, a dimension argument shows that these
 .homology classes form a basis of H x , . . . , x .i j n
The previous proposition immediately implies the often used formula
m u y 1 .
b I s for i G 0 4 .  .i  /i .ugG I
w xof Eliahou and Kervaire 7 for the Betti numbers of a stable ideal I. Let
R .  . i  .P t s  b I t the Poincare series of the R-module I. Then 4ÂI iG 0 i
implies
 .m u y1RP t s 1 q t . 5 .  .  .I
 .ugG I
Still another formula for the Betti numbers can be deduced from the exact
 .  .sequences 2 and 3 . For all i ) 0 we let a be the dimension of theixi .k-vector space Ker R rI ª R rI . Theni i i i
ny1 j
b I s a for i G 0. 6 .  .i jq1 /ijsi
We note a further immediate consequence of 2.1: Observe that the
product of any two cycles listed in 2.1 is zero. Therefore RrI is trivially a
 w x. w x  .Golod ring see 9 . Thus, due to 9, Cor. 4.2.4 and 5 , the residue field k
of RrI has a resolution whose Poincare series is given byÂ
n
1 q t .
R r IP t s .k R 21 y P t t .I
n
1 q t .
s . 7 . .m u y1 21 y  1 q t t .ug G I .
 .  .Recall that H RrI ª Tor k, RrI is an isomorphism of graded k-i i
w  . xvector spaces, and that the basis elements « u9 e n e have degrees mu.
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< <  .deg u q s . Thus if we denote for a graded R-module M by t M thei
 .  .maximal integer a g Z such that Tor k, M / 0, we see that t RrI si a i
 .t RrI q i y 1 for all i G 1.1
 .  .  .Now for all i G 0, we set reg M s t M y i, and reg M si i
  . 4  .max reg M : i G 0 . The number reg M is called the Castelnuo¨ oi
 .  .]Mumford regularity of M. Since t RrI s t I for all i G 1 we obtaini iy1
w xthe following result, which is essentially due to Bayer and Stillman 2 :
 .  .COROLLARY 2.2. Let I be a stable ideal. Then reg I s reg I for alli
i G 0. In particular, the Castelnuo¨ o]Mumford regularity of I equals the
 .highest degree of an element in G I .
Let us turn to the construction of the minimal free resolution G s R m
 .H RrI of RrI, where as before I is a stable ideal. It follows from 2.1 that
 .for i ) 0, G has a basis consisting of the elements f s ; u s 1 mi
 . iy1. iy2.r2w  . x  4 < <  .y1 e u9 e n e , s ; 1, . . . , n , s s i y 1, u g G I , ands mu.
 .  .such that max s - max u . Here, as before, we denote by « the canoni-
cal epimorphism R ª RrI. In order to avoid unnecessary distinctions we
 .  .  .set f s ; u s 0 if max s G max u .
It remains to describe the differential d of G. To do this we adopt some
w xnotation from 7 : By Eliahou and Kervaire, for each monomial w g I
 .there exist unique monomials u g G I and y g R such that w s uy,
 .  .  .where max u F min y . Thus if one sets g w s u, then one obtains a
 .  .  .map g : M I ª G I , where M I denotes the set of monomials of I.
 4  .  .  .Given j g 1, . . . , n and u g G I we set u s g x u and y s x u ru .j j j j j
In order to describe the signs in the differentials conveniently we set
 .  .g t s  a s , t for any t ; s .t g s _t
 . iy1. iy2.r2  .For any of the cycles z s y1 « u9 e n e we have to finds mu.
 .  .a sequence of elements g g K G , j s 0, . . . , i y 1, satisfying q g sj iyj j 0 0
 .z and Eqs. 2 of Section 1. This is accomplished in
 . iy1. iy2.r2THEOREM 2.3. Let g s y1 u9e n e , and for j s0 s mu.
1, . . . , i y 1 let
 .iyj g tg s y1 y1 f t , u e .  .  .j s _t
< <t;s , t sjy1
 .g tq y1 s e n e , . t s _t mu.
< <t;s , t sj
where
yr .a t ,rs s y1 f t _ r ; u . .  .t rxmu.rgt
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 .Then the g , . . . , g satisfy Eqs. 2 of Section 1. In particular we ha¨e0 iy1
q f s ; u s ­ g .  . .i 1 iy1
 .a s ,ts y1 yx f s _ t ; u q y f s _ t ; u . .  .  . . t t t
tgs
Proof. Proceeding by induction on i, we may assume that the formula
for q given in the theorem is true for k - i. Now the verification of thek
 .  .equations ­ g s q g for j - i y 1 is a straightforward butiy j j jq1 jq1
somewhat tedious computation. For the convenience of the reader we
 .indicate some of the steps. Let j - i y 1, and set m s m u ; then
 .g r
­ g s A q y1 b e n e , .iy j j r s _ r m
< <r;s , r sjq1
where
 .  .iyjy1 g t a t ,t q1A s y1 y1 y1 x f t _ t ; u q x s .  .  .  .  t m t /
< < tgtt;s , t sj
=e ,s _t
and
 .a r ,tb s y1 x s . .r t r _ t
tgr
 .  .  .Here for the signs we use the equalities g t _ t s g t q a s , t and
 .  .  .a s , t s a s _ t , t q a t , t .
By the induction hypothesis one obtains
 .iyjy1 g tA s y1 y1 q f t ; u e , .  .  . . s _t
< <t;s , t sj
 .so that it remains to show that b s q s .r r
 .   .  .4  4Set A t , ¨ s r g t : max t _ r - max g x ¨ for t ; 1, . . . , n andr
 .¨ g G I . Then q s s C q C , wherer 1 2
C s c 1 t r
 . tgr_rrgA r ,u
yr .  .a r ,t qa r_t ,r  4with c s y1 x f r _ t , r ; u .  .t r t rxm
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and
x u yr t t .  .a r ,t qa r_t ,rC s y1 . 2 g x u x .r t m .  .tgA r ,u rgA r_t ,ut
=  4f r _ t , r ; g u x . . .t r
Since C s   c , one has1 t g r r g A r ,u., r / t t r
b s C q B , where B s c . r 1 t r
tgr  .rgA r_t ,u
 .rfA r ,u
 .  .Note that the function g : M I ª G I satisfies the following two proper-
ties:
 .  .  .i If r - max u and t - max u , then g x u s g x u , andt r t r r t
 .  .ii if r - max u and t G max u , then g x u s u .t r r t r
This implies that B s C , and completes the proof.2
3. PROPER SEQUENCES AND RESOLUTIONS
The result of 2.1 can be restated by saying that x , x , . . . , x is an ny1 1
 w x.proper sequence of RrI. Let R and M be as in Section 1. Recall cf. 10
that x , . . . , x is a proper sequence with respect to M if one of then 1
following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
 .  .a x H x , . . . , x ; M s 0 for all j s 2, . . . , n;jy1 1 j n
 .  .b m H x , . . . , x ; M s 0 for all j s 1, . . . , n;1 j n
 .  .c m H x , . . . , x ; M s 0 for all j s 1, . . . , n and i ) 0.i j n
The following observation is obvious.
w xLEMMA 3.1. A monomial ideal I ; R s k x , . . . , x is stable if and only1 n
if x , . . . , x is a proper sequence with respect to RrI.n 1
We intend to partially extend the results of Section 2 to modules for
which x , . . . , x is a proper sequence. Given such a module M we haven 1
that
x j
Ker Mr x , . . . , x M ª Mr x , . . . , x M .  .jq1 n jq1 n /
is annihilated by m , and hence is a k-vector space. We denote by B a setj
 .of elements in M whose images in Mr x , . . . , x M form a basis of thisjq1 n
vector space.
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For the formulation of the next proposition we need some more nota-
tion: We order the basis elements e n ??? n e , j - j - ??? - j , ofj j 1 2 i1 i
 .K R lexicographically; that is, if e n ??? n e is another such element,i k k1 i
then
e n ??? n e - e n ??? n ej j k k1 i 1 i
 .if the first non-zero component of k y j , . . . , k y j is positive. The1 1 i i
 .  .initial basis element in a of an element a g K M , a s  a e , a g M,i s s s
is the smallest e for which a / 0.s s
In analogy to 2.1 we now obtain
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all j s 1, . . . , n and all i ) 0, a basis of the
 .k-¨ ector space H x , . . . , x ; M is gi¨ en by the homology classes of cycles ofi j n
the form
< <ue q r u , s s i , j F min s , u g B , .  .s s max s
in ue - in r u . .  . .s s
A comparison with 2.1 shows that in the more general situation which
 .we discuss here we have to accept a certain rest term r u , which,s
however, is ``larger'' than the principal term ue . Nevertheless the Bettis
numbers can be computed in a similar simple way. Indeed, we obviously
have
n j y 1
< <b M s B for i G 0. 1 .  .iq1 j  /ijs1
Proof of 3.2. We first prove our assertion by induction on n y j for H ,1
 .  .and write H x , . . . , x for H x , . . . , x ; M in order to simplify notation.j n j n
For j s n the assertion is trivial. Let us assume now that j - n, and
consider the exact sequence
0 ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n
x jdª Mr x , . . . , x M ª Mr x , . . . , x M . .  .jq1 n jq1 n
 .It follows from this sequence that part of the basis of H x , . . . , x is1 j n
 .given by a basis of H x , . . . , x which by induction hypothesis consists1 jq1 n
of the homology classes of the cycles
ue q r u , j q 1 F m , u g B , r u g K x , . . . , x . 2 .  .  .  .m m m m 1 mq1 n
 .For each u g B one has ux g x , . . . , x M, so thatj j jq1 n
ux s y x a q ??? qx a .j jq1 jq1 n n
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 .with certain a g M. Set r u s a e q ??? qa e ; then z s ue qk j jq1 jq1 n n u j
 .  .r u is a cycle of K x , . . . , x , and by the definition of B the elementsj 1 j n j
w x.  .d z , u g B form a basis of Ker x ; Mr x , . . . , x M. Thus, due tou j j jq1 n
 .  .  .2 , these cycles together with the cycles 3 form a basis of H x , . . . , x ,1 j n
and are of the required form.
 .Next we will prove our assertion for H x , . . . , x by induction on i andi j n
n y j. Since we proved it already for i s 1, we may assume that i ) 1, and
consider the exact sequence
d
0 ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x ª 0. 3 .  .  .  .i jq1 n i j n iy1 jq1 n
 .  .We build a basis of H x , . . . , x from a basis of H x , . . . , x and thei j n i jq1 n
 .preimage of a basis of H x , . . . , x .iy1 jq1 n
 .Using our induction hypothesis induction on i we may pick a cycle
< <z s ue q r u , s s i y 1, j q 1 F min s , u g B , .  .u s s max s
in z - in r u .  . .u s
 .whose homology class is a basis element of H x , . . . , x . We want toiy1 jq1 n
 . w x. w xfind a cycle w g K x , . . . , x such that d w s " z . The map du i j n u u
 .acts as follows: An arbitrary element c g K x , . . . , x can be writteni j n
 .uniquely in the form c s a n e q b with a g K x , . . . , x andj iy1 jq1 n
 . w x. w xb g K x , . . . , x . If c is a cycle, then d c s " a . In our particulari jq1 n
 .case d is surjective. Therefore there exists an element b g K x , . . . , xi jq1 n
 .such that w s z n e q b is a cycle in K x , . . . , x . By constructionu u j i j n
w x. w x  .  .d w s " z , and further w s "ue n e q r u with r u su u u j s
 .  .b q r u n e . It is clear that the rest term r u has an initial basiss j
element which is larger that e n e . Thus the homology classes ofj s
 . these cycles together with the basis elements from H x , . . . , x whichi jq1 n
.by induction on n y j have the required form yield the desired basis of
 .H x , . . . , x .i j n
Just as for stable ideals we see
COROLLARY 3.3. If M is a graded-module for which x , . . . , x is a propern 1
 .  .sequence, then reg M s reg M for all i G 1.i 1
One might hope that in analogy to the Eliahou]Kervaire resolution one
could construct the resolution of a module M for which x , . . . , x is an 1
proper sequence. Clearly if the cycles have no rest terms, then one obtains
a resolution as in 2.3. In the next section we will describe the resolution in
a situation where the rest terms are tame enough.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the dependence of the
Betti numbers on the ground field: Suppose M is a finitely generated
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w xgraded R s Z x , . . . , x -module, and k is an arbitrary field. Then one1 n
k . kmR .may ask whether the Betti numbers b M s dim Tor k, k m Mi k i
depend on k. This is indeed the case, as simple examples show. However,
 w x.it follows from the universal coefficient theorem cf. also 13 that for all i,
k . R .b M is independent of k, if all the modules Tor Z, M are Z-free.i i
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M be as abo¨e, and suppose that x , . . . , x is an 1
k .proper sequence with respect to M. Then the Betti numbers b M do noti
 .depend on the field k, if the modules Mr x , . . . , x M are Z-free for allj n
j s 1, . . . , n.
w xProof. If N is a graded Z x , . . . , x -module which is free as Z-1 n
module, then all its homogeneous components are finitely generated
free Z-modules. Therefore any graded submodule of N is again Z-free.
In particular it follows from our hypothesis that the modules
x j
  .  . .Ker Mr x , . . . , x M ª Mr x , . . . , x M are all Z-free. Now it followsj n j n
 .by induction on n y j from the exact sequences 2 in the proof of 3.2 that
 .H x , . . . , x is Z-free, keeping in mind that in a short exact sequence of1 j n
Z-modules
0 ª N ª N ª N ª 01 2 3
the module N is free if N and N are free.2 1 3
 .The same arguments apply to the exact sequences 4 , and induction on
 .i and n y j yield that H x , . . . , x is Z-free for all i and j, as desired.i j n
4. APPLICATIONS TO SEMIGROUP RINGS
We have seen in the previous section that the sequence x , . . . , x isn 1
w xproper with respect to k x , . . . , x rI, I a monomial ideal, if I is stable.1 n
The next, more complicated case to consider is that when I is generated by
w xbinomials, for example, when k x , . . . , x rI is a semigroup ring. Thus let1 n
m  .S ; N be a finitely generated semigroup with 0 g S , k a field, and
w xA s k S the semigroup ring over k which we identify with the subring
w a x w xk y : a g S of k y , . . . , y . Suppose S is minimally generated by1 m
 :a , . . . , a , in which case we write S s a , . . . , a . Then A is minimally1 n 1 n
generated by the elements x s y ai for i s 1, . . . , n. We want to discussi
the case when x , . . . , x is a proper sequence of A.n 1
Note that A is Zm-graded with graduation given by
ky a if a g S,
A sa  0 if a f S.
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 . mFrom this graduation the modules K x , . . . , x inherit a natural Z -i j n
graduation. Indeed, for all a g Zm, the homogeneous component
 .K x , . . . , x has the k-basisi j n a
b < <y e , s s i , a s b q a .s i
igs
This graduation is compatible with the complex homomorphisms, and thus
 . mfor all j, the complexes K x , . . . , x are Z -graded, and induce a naturalj n
Zm-graduation on the homology.
w xIn analogy to results of Hochster 11 for Stanley]Reisner rings we now
describe the homogeneous components of the Koszul homology of the
w xsemigroup ring k S in terms of reduced simplicial homology of suitable
simplicial complexes. The same description but for numerical semigroups
w xis given in 5 .
Given a g Zm, and j with 1 F j F n, we define a simplicial complex
j  .  4 a bD S whose faces s consist of all subsets of j, . . . , n such that y rx s ya s
for some b g S where x s  x .s ig s i
Ä .Denoting by H k; D the reduced simplicial homology of a simplicial
complex D, we get
LEMMA 4.1. For j s 1, . . . , n, all i, and all a g Zm one has
Ä jw xH x , . . . , x ; k S ( H k ; D S . . . .i j n iy1 aa
 .Proof. It is clear from the definitions that K x , . . . , x has a k-basisi j n
consisting of the elements
a < < jy rx e , s s i , s g D S . . .s s a
Ä j  ..Thus if C D S denotes the augmented oriented chain complex ofa
j Ä j a .  .   ..  .D S , then the map a : K x , . . . , x ª C D S , given by y rxa i i j n iy1 a s
e ¬ s , is an isomorphism of vector spaces. It is readily checked that a iss
a complex homomorphism, and this yields the desired conclusion.
jq1 . j  .Note that D S is the simplicial subcomplex of D S obtained froma a
j  .D S by omitting all faces which contain the vertex j. It is clear thata
j  .vertices of D S which belong to the same connected component maya
belong to different connected components after removal of the vertex j. If
j  .this does not happen we say that j is a good ¨ertex of D S .a
w xCOROLLARY 4.2. The sequence x , . . . , x is proper for A s k S if andn 1
j  .only if for all a g S, and all j, the ¨ertex j of D S is good.a
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Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of proper sequences
that x , . . . , x is proper with respect to A if and only if the naturaln 1
homomorphisms
H x , . . . , x ª H x , . . . , x .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n
are injective for all j. This is the case if and only if the graded components
of these homomorphisms are all injective. By 4.1 this is equivalent to
saying that for all a g S the natural maps
Ä jq1 Ä jH k ; D S ª H k ; D S .  . .  .0 a 0 a
are injective.
Let D be an arbitrary simplicial complex, and D s G j ??? j G the1 r
decomposition in its connected components. Any two vertices of a con-
Ä  .nected component represent the same homology class in H k; D . Thus if0
Ä  .we pick arbitrary ¨ g G for i s 1, . . . , r, then H k; D is spanned as ai i 0
w x r w xvector space by the homology classes ¨ of the ¨ . Note that  ¨ isi i is1 i
the only relation among these generators.
Ä  .With this interpretation of H k; D our assertion is obvious.0
A priori the conditions formulated in 4.2 have to be checked for all
a g S, that is, for infinitely many a. However, it is easy to see that for all
Ä j  ..but finitely many a g S one has H k; D S s 0 if the first terms in the0 a
sequence x , . . . , x form a maximal regular sequence. In any case then 1
cycles of the Koszul homology may be quite complicated even if x , . . . , xn 1
is a proper sequence. Thus we are seeking more restrictive conditions. We
are guided by the fact that if x , . . . , x is proper thenn 1
x x , . . . , x : x ; x , . . . , x 1 .  .  . .i jq1 n j jq1 n
w xfor all i, j with 1 F i F j F n. In the case A s k S , the colon ideal
 . ax , . . . , x : x is generated by elements u s y , a g S, and thus for alljq1 n j
 .integers i F j, there exist an integer k i ) j and u g A such that x u si i
 .x u . It is easily seen that if k i is independent of i then indeedk i. i
x , . . . , x is proper. Moreover, since A is a domain, the equations x u sn 1 i
x u , which we have for all i with i F j, imply u x s u x for all i and lk i i l l i
with 1 F i, l F j.
Now let R be as in Section 1, and I an ideal in R. We set A s RrI,
and let « : R ª A be the canonical epimorphism. For all j s 1, . . . , n, let
 .B be a set of elements in A whose images in Ar x , . . . , x Aj jq1 n
  .form a minimal system of generators of Ker Ar x , . . . , xjq1 nx j
 . .A ª Ar x , . . . , x A . We say that x , . . . , x is strongly proper if thejq1 n n 1
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sets B can be chosen such that for all j, and all u g B there exist anj j
integer k ) j and elements u g A such thati
x u s x u for all i F j, 2 .i k i
and
x u s x u for all i , l F j. 3 .i l l i
 .  .Note that Eqs. 3 are implied by Eqs. 2 if x is a non-zerodivisor of A.k
The conditions for a strongly proper sequence are trivially satisfied with
.all u s 0 if R is the polynomial ring and I a stable ideal. Other examplesi
will be given below.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose x , . . . , x is a strongly proper sequence for A sn 1
RrI. Then, with the notation just introduced, we ha¨e:
 .  .a For all i, the ¨ector space H A has a basis consisting of thei
homology classes of the cycles
 .a t ,tz s ; u s y1 u e , .  . t t _ t
tgt
 4 < <where t s s j k with s s i, k ) max s , and u s u g B , andk max s .
 .  .where for t g s , the elements u satisfy Eqs. 2 and 3 .t
 .  4  .  .b For r ; 1, . . . , n we set m r s max r, and let f s ; u s 1 m
w  .x  .z s ; u be the basis element in G s R m H A corresponding to the cyclei i
 .z s ; u . Then the differential of G is gi¨ en by the formula
 .a s ; t qi
q f s ; u s y1 x f s _ t ; u .  .  . . i t
 .tgs_m s
y x h s _ m s ; u . .ms .
q x h s _ m s ; u , . .k ms .
< <   .where for all r ; t , r s s q 1, 1 F s F i y 1, the element h r _ m r ;
.u is defined recursi¨ ely by the formulam r .
s  .a r ,t
q h r _ m r ; u s y1 y1 .  .  . .  .s m r .
tgr
=x h r _ t _ m r _ t ; u , .  . .t m r _ t .
 .  .and where for all t g t , h B; u s ¨ with ¨ g R such that « ¨ s u .t t t t t
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  . .Note that h s _ m s ; u , as it appears in the formula for q , can bei
  ..   .. .written as h t _ m s _ m t _ m s ; u , so that the recursivemt _ ms ..
definition for h explains this expression, too.
 . < <  .Proof of 4.3. a We first show by induction on i s s that z s ; u is a
 4  .cycle. If i s 1, then s s j for some j, and z s ; u s yue q u e , whichj j k
 .by Eqs. 2 is indeed a cycle.
 .Now let i ) 1, and let t s min s ; then1
 .a t_t ; t q11z s ; u s e n y1 u e q u e . .  .t t t _ t ._ t t t _ t1 1 1 1 /
tgt_t1
 .a t _ t1; t .By induction hypothesis,  y1 u e is a cycle, and so,t gt _ t t t _ t ._ t1 1
 .due to Eqs. 3 , we get
 .a t_t ; t q11­ z s ; u s y1 x u e q u ­ e .  .  . .  t t t _ t ._ t t t _ t1 1 1 1
tgt_t1
 .a t_t ; t1s u y y1 x e q ­ e s 0. .  .t t t _ t ._ t t _ t1 1 1 /
tgt_t1
 .In order to see that the homology classes of the cycles z s ; u form a
 .basis of H A we first note that x , . . . , x is a proper sequence, and thenn 1
 .  .prove by induction on i and j that the cycles z s ; u with j F min s and
< <  .s s i form a basis of H x , . . . , x . The arguments are the same asi j n
 .those in the proof of 3.2 observing that for d : H x , . . . , x ªi j n
 .H x , . . . , x one hasiy1 jq1 n
0 if j - min s , .
d z s ; u s . .  " z s _ j; u if j s min s . .  .
We leave the details of the proof to the reader.
 .  .  .b For the proof it will be convenient to set h s _ t; u s f s _ t; u
 .for all t g s _ m s .
We first show that the elements
 .  .s sy1 r2 b rg s y1 y1 h r _ m r ; u e .  .  . .sy1 m r . t _ r
< <r;t , r ss
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 .  .  .  .satisfy ­ g s q g for 1 F s F i y 1; here b r s  a t , t .iysq1 sy1 s s t g r
  ..  .Then, by the results of Section 1, we will have that q f s ; u s ­ g .i 1 iy1
Note that
­ g .iysq1 sy1
 .  .s sy1 r2 b rs y1 y1 h r _ m r ; u .  .  . . m r .
< <r;t , r ss
 .a t_r ; ty1 x e . t t _ r ._ t
tgt_r
 .  .  .s sy1 r2 b g_t qa t_g ; ts y1 y1 x .  .  t
< < tggg;t , g ssq1
=h g _ t _ m g _ t ; u e . .  . .mg _ t . t _g/
 .  .  .  .  .  .Since b g _ t s b g y a t ; t , and a t _ g ; t s a t ; t y a g ; t , we
finally get
 .  .s sy1 r2 b g
­ g s y1 y1 .  .  .iysq1 sy1
< <g;t , g ssq1
=
 .a g ; ty1 x h g _ t _ m g _ t ; u e . .  .  . . t mg _ t . t _g /
tgg
On the other hand
q h g _ m g ; u . . .s mg .
s  .a g ; ts y1 y1 x h g _ t _ m g _ t ; u , .  .  .  . . t mg _ t .
tgg
 . s sy1.r2  . s  . s sq1.r2and since y1 y1 s y1 , the desired equality
 .  .­ g s q g follows.iysq1 sy1 s s
In particular we have
 .  .i iy1 r2 b t_tg s y1 y1 h t _ t _ m t _ t ; u e , .  .  .  . .iy1 mt _ t . t
tgt
 .  .  .  .  .and since b t _ t s b t y a t ; t , and b t s i i q 1 r2, we obtain
 .i a t ; t
­ g s y1 y1 x h t _ t _ m t _ t ; u . 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 iy1 t mt _ t .
tgt
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 .  .If t g s , then m t _ t s k, and if t g s _ m s , then by definition
 . .  .  .  .h t _ t _ k; u s h s _ t; u s f s _ t; u . These observations and 4k
  ..imply the desired formula for q f s ; u .i
We now apply 4.3 to give an explicit resolution of a specific class of
semigroup rings. Let S be a numerical semigroup, that is, an additive
subsemigroup of the non-negative integers which contains 0, and such that
the greatest common divisor of the elements in S is 1. Then S s
 :  .c , . . . , c with gcd c , . . . , c s 1, where c , . . . , c is a minimal system1 n 1 n 1 n
w xof generators of S. The corresponding semigroup ring k S may be
ciw xidentified with the subring of k y generated by the elements x s y . Wei
w x  .denote by B the localization of k S at the maximal ideal x , . . . , x .1 n
Then B is a local ring of dimension 1, embedding dimension n and
 .  .  .multiplicity e B s min c , . . . , c . In general one has e B G emb dim B1 n
y dim B q 1, and S is said to have minimal multiplicity if equality holds.
It is easy to see that S has minimal multiplicity if and only if
 :S s c , . . . , c with c s n and c ' i mod n for 1 F i F n.1 n n i
Note that c s n is necessarily the smallest among the integers c . Forn i
 :example, S s 4, 7, 10, 13 is a numerical semigroup of minimal multiplic-
ity. Here c s 13, c s 10, c s 7, and c s 4.1 2 3 4
Since c is the smallest positive element in S which is congruent to ii
 .  .mod n, there exist for all 1 F t, j - n integers q t, j G 1 and 0 F r t, j
- n such that
c q c s q t , j n q c , .t j r  t , j.
where we set c s 0. Therefore0
q t , j.x x s x x , 5 .t j n r  t , j.
where we set x s 1.0
It follows from these equations that x , . . . , x is a strongly propern 1
 4sequence with sets B s x , . . . , x for s s 1, . . . , n y 1 and B s B.s 1 s n
 4 < <  .Let s ; 1, . . . , n , s s i, and x g B , that is, 1 F j F max s .j maxs .
For r ; s , and 1 F r - n we set
f r ; x if r F m r , . .r
f r ; r s .  . < <a r ,t q r y1  4 y1 f r j r _ t ; x if r ) m r . .  . .t g r t
6 .
  .  .Recall that the f r ; x with r F max r are basis elements of our fixedr
.basis of G ; cf. 4.3.< r <
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 :THEOREM 4.4. Let S s c , . . . , c be a numerical semigroup with mini-1 n
w xmal multiplicity. Then, with the notation introduced before, k S has a
w xk x , . . . , x -resolution G whose differential on the basis of G is gi¨ en by1 n i
 .a s ,t qi q t , j.q f s ; j s y1 x f s _ t ; j y x f s _ t ; r t , j . .  .  .  . .  . .i t n
tgs
Proof. From 4.3 it follows that
q f s ; j . .i
 .a s ,t qis y1 x f s _ t ; j y x h s _ m s ; x .  .  . . t ms . j
 .tgs_m s
q x h s _ m s ; u . . .n ms .
 .   .So we have to show that we can choose h such that i h s _ m s ;
.   . .  .   . .x s f s _ m s ; j , and ii h s _ m s ; u s j m s . t g s
 .a s ,t .q iy1 q t, j.y1   ..y1 x f s _ t; r t, j .n
  ..Note that the h's in the formula for q f r ; s with x g B alsoi s max r .
depend on s. Therefore, in order to avoid confusion, we write temporarily
  . .   . .h r _ m r ; u , x for h r _ m r ; u in the corresponding con-m r . s m r .
text.
 .  4 We will show: i9 for every r ; s j n with n g r one has h r _ n;
.  .  .x s f r _ n; j , and ii9 for every r ; s and all 1 F s - n, one hasj
 . < <a r ,t q r y1 q t , s.y1h r _ m r ; u , x s y1 x f r _ t ; r t , s . .  .  . . . m r . s n
tgr
 .  . < <  .  .We will prove i9 and ii9 by induction on r . Assume i9 and ii9 are
< <  4 < <true for r with r F l, 1 F l - i. Let g ; s j n , g s l q 1, n g g , and
set r s g _ n. Then
 .a g ,t ql
q h r ; x s y1 x h r _ t ; x . .  . . l j t j
tgr
q x h r _ m r ; u , x . .n m r . j
 .  .by definition, and by induction hypothesis h r _ t; x s f r _ t; j . Sincej
 .  .  .  .  .a g , t s a r, t , we obtain h r, x s f r ; j if j F m r .j
 .  .  .Now let j ) m r . Then j ) m r _ t , and so applying 6 for each
 .f r _ t; j we get
 .a r ,t qlB s y1 x f r _ t ; j .  . t
tgr
 .  .a r ,t ql a r_t ,r qly2  4  4s y1 x y1 f r j j _ r , t ; r . .  .  . t
tgr rgr_t
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 .On the other hand, by 6 ,
 .a r ,r qly1  4q f r ; j s y1 q f r j j _ r ; r , .  . .  . .l l
rgr
  4 .and applying the induction hypothesis to each f r j j _ r ; r we obtain
q f r ; j s A q x C , . .l n
where
 .   4 .a r ,r qly1 a rj j _r ,t qlA s y1 y1 .  . 
rgr  4tgrj j _r
=  4  4x f r j j _ t , r ; r .t
and
 .a r ,r qly1C s y1 h r _ r ; u , x . .  . j r
rgr
 .  .   . .We will show: a A s B, and b h r _ m r ; u , x s C.m r . j
 .  .  .  .  .a Since a r, t q a r _ t, r ' a r, r q a r _ r, t q 1 mod 2,
we have
 .  .a r ,t qa r_t ,r  4  4A s y1 x f r j j _ t , r ; r .  .  t
rgr tgr_r
 .a r ,r qlq x y1 f r _ r ; r , .  .j
rgr
 .a  r ,r .  .and it remains to observe that D s  y1 f r _ r ; r s 0. In-r g r
deed,
 . ly1a r ,rD s y1 f r _ r ; r q y1 f r _ m r ; m r .  .  .  .  . .
 .rgr_m r
 .   ..  .and since m r ) m r _ m r we have D s 0, by 6 .
 .  .b By our induction hypothesis ii9 we have
 .a r ,t qly1h r _ m r ; u , x s y1 .  . . m r . j
tgr
=x q t , j.y1 f r _ t ; r t , j , . .n
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and
  4 .a rj j _t , s qly1h r _ t ; u , x s y1 . . j t
 4sgrj j _t
= q s ,t .y1  4  4x f r j j _ t , s ; r s, t . . .n
  . Note that for each t g r, the h r _ t; u , x is of the form h g _j t t
 . .  4m g ; u , x with g s r j j _ t.t mg . t tt
Therefore
 .  .a r ,t qa r_t , s q s ,t .y1  4  4C s y1 x f r j j _ t , s ; r s, t .  . .  n
tgr  4sgrj j _t
 .a r ,t qly1 q j ,t .y1s y1 x f r _ t ; r j, t .  . . n
tgr
 .  .a r ,t qa r_t , s q s ,t .y1  4  4q y1 x f r j j _ t , s ; r s, t . .  . .  n
tgr sgr_t
 . It remains to observe that the second sum is zero, because a r, t q a r _
.  .  .t, s ' a r, s q a r _ s, t q 1 mod 2, so that each summand
q s,t .y1   4  4  ..x f r j j _ t, s ; r s, t appears with the coefficient q1 and y1.n
 .This concludes the proof of i9 .
So far we have seen that for each r with 1 F r - n, one has
 .a r ,t ql
q f r ; r s y1 x f r _ t ; r .  .  . . l t
tgr
q x h r _ m r ; u , x . 7 .  . .n m r . r
 .Note that this is true for r ) max r , too.
 . < <Proof of ii9 . Let g ; s , g s l q 1, and 1 F s - n. Then for h s
  . .h g _ m g ; u , x we havemg . s
 .a g ,t ql
q h s y1 x h g _ t _ m g _ t ; u , x . .  .  . .l t mg _ t . s
tgg
 .We apply induction hypothesis ii9 to each summand, and we obtain
 .  .a g ,t ql a g_t ,k qly1
q h s y1 x y1 .  . l t
tgg kgg_t
= qk , s.y1  4x f g _ t , k ; r k , s . .n
 .  .a g ,k a g_k ,tqk , s.y1  4s y1 x y1 x f g _ t , k ; r k , s . .  .  . . n t /
kgg tgg_k
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 .By 7 we have
q f g _ k ; r k , s . . .l
 .a g_k ,t ql  4s y1 x f g _ t , k ; r k , s q x h , .  . . t n k
tgg_k
 .  . .where h s h g _ k _ m g _ k ; u , x . Hence it remains to showk mg _ k . r k , s.
 .a g ,k . qk , s.y1that H s  y1 x h s 0. Applying the induction hypothe-k gg n k
 .sis ii9 to each h we obtaink
 .  .ly1 a g ,k qa g_k ,t qk , s.qq t ,r k , s..y2H s y1 y1 x .  .  n
kgg tgg_k
=  4f g _ k , t ; r t , r k , s . 8 .  . . .
  ..Now fix t, k g g with t - k. First, we will show that r t, r k, s s
  ..r k, r t, s . Indeed, for every 0 F m, n - n one has m q n ' c q c 'm n
 .  .c ' r m, n mod n. Therefore, c q c ' t q k q s ' k q r t, s 'r  m ,n . t r k , s.
k q c ' c q c , as desired.r  t, s. k r  t, s.
 .   ..  .   ..Now we will show that q k, s q q t, r k, s s q t, s q q k, r t, s .
In fact, let c s q n q m with q G 1 and 1 F m - n, and let m q n sm m m
 .a n q r m, n with a G 0 and 1 F m, n - n. Thenmn mn
c q c s q q q n q m q n s q q q q a n q r m , n .  .  .m n m n m n mn
s q q q q a y q n q c , .m n mn r  m ,n . r  m ,n .
so that
q m , n s q q q q a y q . . m n mn r  m ,n .
Hence
q k , s q q t , r k , s s q q q q a y q .  .  . . k s k s r k , s.
q q q q q a y q , .t r k , s. t r k , s. r  t ,r k , s..
and
q t , s q q k , r t , s s q q q q a y q .  .  . . t s t s r  t , s.
q q q q q a y q . .k r  t , s. k r  t , s. r k ,r  t , s..
Thus it remains to show that a q a s a q a . As k y t qk s t r k , s. t s k r  t, s.
 .r s, t ) 0 there exist integers a G 0 and 0 F b - n such that k y t q
 .  .  .r s, t s an q b. Then s q k s k q a n q r s, t y t s a q a n q b, sost st
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 .  .  .that a s a q a, and r s, k s b. Therefore k q r s, t s an q b q tk s st
 .  .s a q a n q r b, t , as we wanted to show.t b
 .  .  .  .Finally, since a g , k q a g _ k, t ' a g , t q a g _ t, k q 1
mod 2, the calculations show that each summand x qk , s.qq t,r k , s..y2n
  4   ...  .f g _ k, t ; r t, r k, s in 8 appears with the coefficient q1 and y1.
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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